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ABDUL HAMEED ABUBAKAR
Gorantla Kalpana Devi
Sandhya kiran KTE
Vasanthi.Vasireddy
ASHOK VARDHAN GARIKIMUKKU
Sakesh
Shakeela Noorbashs
Kola Kiranmayi
SOMASEKHAR.B
Ajayendra Rudraraju
Sudheer Kumar Nadukuditi
Dr. Amara Rama Devi

Name of the Institution
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Adikavi Nannaya University
Sasi Institute of Technology and Engineering
Lingayas Institute of Management and Technology
VEMU INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ZPHS, Maddulur, S.N.Padu, Prakasam.
VVIT
Sri Padmavati Mahila Visvavidyalayam (Women's University)
Acharya Nagarjuna University
sree Vidyanikethan Engineering College
RAJIV GANDHI UNIVERSITY OF KNOWLEDGE TECHNOLOGIES (RGUKT), NUZVID.
VARDHAMAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Gitam University
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How would you rate the overall training conducted by British Council?
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How satis韛�ed were you with the British Council Trainers?
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Name the sessions that were helpful and why?

5

(27 responses)

APtis Speaking Test, Classroom Language, CPD and Constructive Feedback. Because these session
made me to enrich my classroom interaction as well as personal skills.
I enjoyed every session because I were prepared to know many techniques,learner centred class room
requirements,asking ICQs and providing constructive feedback.
All the sessions are helpful for us
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1.The session (Day 10) on 'Training Skills' helped me identify the important things to be remembered
during training by anticipating the challenges while training the teachers.
SESSIONS ON HOW LEARNERS LEARN AND CPD
1.Worming sessions_which makes classroom active.
2.Micro training and teaching_it helps to practice the learned techniques.
3.planning_make plans well
4. Teaching approaches_it helps teaching better.
5.Use of ICQ'S-it helps me class more attentive.
6.take away tips for each sessions.

Session on Eliciting and classroom language
Activity based and the seamless way the sessions went from activity to the objective and then to the

Name the sessions that could be improved and how?

(23 responses)

Micro Training sessions could be improved because due to time factor it was not up to the mark. By
providing time we can improve it.
If we can add some more micro teaching sessions in your plan ,it would be more bene韛�cial to the
trainer's.
Giving feed back sessions is to be more and improved
To have a elaborated and detailed feed back sessions
1.The session (Day 9) on 'Teaching Speaking'- Aptis Test Preparation could be improved by giving a
demo of the real Aptis Test- online.
2.The session (Day 6&12) on 'CPD' could be improved by motivating the participants join a skill
development course (online/oퟵ�ine) or suggesting them some activity considering their AODs.
SESSIONS ON OPEN-ENDED,CLOSE-ENDED QUESTIONS- CLARITY REQUIRED
Practicing of micro lessons should be given more.
Class room language can be improved.I think few more sessions are needed for that.
Micro training sessions, because where we can get a chance to plan perfectly.preparation, practice,
presentation method we learnt in our sessions.Can allot more time for it.
None

Which additional sessions can be added to the Master Teachers training
program?
(26 responses)

Sessions on ICT and online test would be more useful.
Some more micro training sessions .
Eliciting and LTT
A session on the use of/how to use online courses/resources would have been added.
ONE OR TWO SESSIONS ABOUT HOW THE LEARNER'S MODULES SHOULD HAVE BEEN ADDED.
More demos from other trainers should be provided to all the trainees so that it helps to learn different
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techniques.
Use ful language sessions
Sessions that would look into speci韛�c regional challenges would be helpful for the trainer.
It is better to add one more writing skills sessions.
There should have been more micro training sessions. But they have done exceptionally well in the
given time
Training in Grammar and Vocabulary

According to you, what are the major challenges which you may face
while training the subsequent batch of 2500 teachers?
(26 responses)

It would be diퟵ�cult to teach the teachers of Sciences and other branches who may not be aware of the
basic structures of language.
Transforming traditional teaching environment in to learner centred class room .
About the age and highly quali韛�ed students
According to me, the major challenges we may face while training are - 1. Regularity/Punctuality of the
teachers and 2. The stationery / material required for training.
THEY MAY BE MORE QUALIFIED, A FEW OF THEM MIGHT EVEN BE MORE RESOURCEFUL. BUT IF WE
CAN PREPARE IN ADVANCE, WE WILL BE ABLE TO HANDLE THE TRAINING SESSIONS WELL.
This is unique way of teaching. They may feel like kindergarten classes.
Different age groups may not be adjustable to the class. There comforts also may affect training
sessions.
May be they are seniors and knowledgeble than me
To make trainers value learner centric teaching as a viable tool for language pro韛�ciency compared to
the purely grammar based approach.
As I am junior faculty if get senior teacher it might be a problem.Then they may not take these sessions
seriously because these are all activity based.And attending regularly 韛�ve days each block also

What is your overall feedback about the British Council English
Communications Project?
(28 responses)
Satisfactory
Very good. It is very useful to the teacher.
It's a presitigious and an useful programme by our state Government
The overall feedback about British Council English Communications Project is - Good!
There is much to learn from the trainers - the Proactive attitude and training skills.
GOOD
It's Good idea to train 1lach students to make communication skills and employability
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Excellent
I feel it is a proactive approach to improve the ퟢ�uency of levels of learners, by involving the teachers
into the methodologies that would generate this process.
From bottom of my heart I feel glad to be a part in this prestigious project.The trainers handled classes
from morning 9am-5pm is extraordinary.They make each and every participant to involve in
sessions.Thank you very much APSCHE and BRITISH COUNCIL for your effort to make this project
grand success.Surely, I will take this project as a challenge to make your dreams come true.
fantastic

Please provide any suggestions(if any) for improvements?

(23 responses)

----Provide these kind of training sessions continuously.
No suggetions
Till now APSCHE is doing good - planning and executing the project ,
I request the authorities to extend the programme for three more academic years by (covering) training
more number of students.
It maybe done by making the same Trainers / Teachers work further.
To see to that during cascade all problems should be 韛�xed.
Please write a report to the AP Higher education to bring the changes in the education system itself.
I feel if British Council could get involved from this training to our CPD we would become effective
trainers.
Make use of all these master trainers in future also.
Please conduct more sessions like this
Focus on writing skills

Any other feedback?

(18 responses)

To provide access to British Council's Online Teaching Material to Master Trainers of APSCHE who are
on this project.
Our trainer Adib Modak an excellent trainer.His training helps me to train myself as a trainer. I learnt
class room management techniques,giving constructive feedback.
No
no...
I enjoyed all the sessions. I feel con韛�dent.
Thank you for giving this wonderful opportunity. I learnt a lot of things through this training program. My
trainers Oriya and Arun thought us really really well.
please provide material soft copies, hard copies,class room activity books like 'learner centered
classroom'.Because we can't 韛�nd them in all places.
The project has a good purpose it would be better if primary needs are a bit concentrated upon. Over all
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The project has a good purpose it would be better if primary needs are a bit concentrated upon. Over all
its a wonderful idea.
Two sessions a day is hectic.
If 3 or 4 MT's cascade the Training at a particular venue or location. It will be effective
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